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Retired NASCAR driver builds a
better
mouse trap.

What actually makes golf easier? This does!

Designed by retired NASCAR driver Jim Bown the Tee Butler is an innovative design to make life easier
for golfers. It does this by allowing the user to tee the ball at the specific height desired with the
adjustable ring and then a�er the drive pick up the tee. But the most unique part of this tool is the
electromagnet that lets the ball mark be placed with a push of a button. The remote switch turns the
magnet at the bottom of the tool off and on to place and pick up the ball mark. The Tee Butler also can
repair divots with its 3 pin design. The user will also be able to retrieve balls from the cup, the rough,
the rocks, out of bounds and even shallow water. It even picks up the club you didnʼt use thatʼs on the
fairway.
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The Tee butler is made of all weatherproof parts and is incredibly easy to use. The “stabilizer ring” with
its pin design ensures placing the ball and tee with so much ease it can be done blindfolded . But we
suggest removing the blindfold before hitting the ball. This tool is also wonderful on the range where
you are constantly teeing up the balls.

The two handle system is easy and simple to use to open and close the ball and tee jaws. The tee
height adjustment is done with a push of the spring loaded ball and sliding the stabilizer ring up or
down at ¼” increments.

There is also a hook for hanging the tool on your bag so itʼs always at your side. And with the pin
design it is free standing so you can place it close by when waiting for your turn. The Tee Butler also
holds six tees for evenmore convenience.

About the inventor. Jim raced for 25 years starting in 1978. His racing experience was instrumental in
his application of out of the box thinking and design as back then racers had to manufacture many of
the parts themselves.

Well a�er all those years of racing and banging around and also a couple of upside down excursions
Jimʼs back to a major toll. With no lower disc Jim had to have a back operation. Unfortunately the area
got infected and a�er months or recovery golfing was on the table again, sort of.

This is what motivated Jim to find a solution for the nearly 100 times a round he has to bend over to
the ground. He tried a couple of products that were on the market but all were built cheaply and were
very difficult to use or broke right away. Jim decided to start from scratch and “build a better mouse
tap”. A�er a year of design and prototyping he came up with a product that not only could tee the ball
but remove all his needs to bend over at all. A�er using it a while it became obvious it was not just for
the older or those with physical issues but “this is for everyone who golfʼs”. Itʼs great for women and
adds dignity to the game. Jim is now proud to introduce the Tee Butler to the golfing world.

Contact information available Email; bownproperties@ymail.com
Phone Jim Bown at 336-253-8207
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